The Olympic Museum welcomes over 25,000 children every year through its educational packages. An all-round tailor-made experience: independent visits, guided tours, themed workshops and online teaching resources.

**Price:** CHF 7.– per pupil, which includes:
- A guided tour of the permanent exhibition (subject to availability);
- A 45-minute themed workshop on various topics (subject to availability);
- Access to the permanent and temporary exhibitions.

**ONLINE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES**
To prepare for and/or build on their visit to the Museum, teachers can make use of a wide range of free educational resources, filed by theme and downloadable in French, German and English. This is a great way to learn about Olympism. More information [here](#).

“*It was a great learning opportunity for all the children, who found out about the history of the Games and above all experienced the Olympic adventure through the video clips and other objects... not to mention the excitement of running the 100m like Usain Bolt 😊 in the glorious sunshine!*”
Collège de la Coquerellaz (Ecublens, Suisse)
GUIDED TOURS AND THEMED WORKSHOPS

Teachers can reserve a themed workshop and/or a guided tour. This Olympic experience is led by a TOM coach, who will present a particular topic to the pupils in a fun way adapted to their age group.

DESTINATION OLYMPIA – AGES 4 AND OVER
The pupils will discover the secrets of Olympia as they learn about the ancient Olympic Games and the legacy these have left us today. To understand the sports on the Olympic programme, they will compare the sports equipment used by the Ancient Greek athletes to that of today, and imitate the sports scenes painted on the vases.

Length: workshop 45 mins/guided tour 45 mins

CHAT CHALLENGE – AGES 9 AND OVER
The pupils will be invited to think about the Olympic values and discuss topics such as fair play, cheating or the quest for excellence. They will draw parallels between sport and their daily lives, and realise that the answers are not always obvious, unique or even final. They will develop their ability to think critically, listen and respect other people’s opinions.

Length: workshop 45 mins/guided tour 45 mins

ALL DIFFERENT, ALL WINNERS – AGES 6 AND OVER
Through a series of games, questions and group activities, the pupils will learn about the values such as respect, friendship and excellence that are at the heart of the Olympic Games and can be applied to their daily lives.

Length: workshop 45 mins/guided tour 45 mins

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW THE OLYMPIC GAMES? – AGES 12 AND OVER
Guided tour allowing the pupils to learn the key facts about the Olympic Games, which are far more than just a sports event. Based on the Museum’s permanent exhibition, this dynamic visit is a journey through the Olympic world, full of stories, objects and records!

Length: guided tour 90min